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OUR CHALLENGE
Evolve the way we speak about, 

promote, and drive earned media 
coverage of Disney On Ice to better 

align with today’s Millennial fans who 
crave experiences. Invite new and 

generational, male and female fans to 
suspend their disbelief as they travel 

through elevated Disney On Ice 
productions, creating new memories.
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OBJECTIVES 
• Reimagine how we talk about Disney 

On Ice. 
• Re-Introduce the media to Disney On 

Ice by highlighting new elements and 
character interaction in dynamic and 
compelling ways.

• Generate buzz within a wider 
audience of interest by highlighting 
elements that resonate with different 
media verticals. 
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STRATEGY
Communicate that Mickey’s Search Party is 
different from past ice shows via dynamic 

language and visual differentiation, and then 
demonstrate what the differences are via 

unique experiences and unparalleled access.  
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68Sources: Ticketmaster Analytics (2017); U.S. Census Bureau (July 1, 2017); 
Feld Customer Profile Survey (2016); Feld Internal Data
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WHO WE NEED TO REACH 
Primary Targets: 
Modern Storytellers
• Millennial and Gen X moms and dads, with young kids (12 and under), who 

value experience over material objects and want to expose their children to 
strong role models. 

More Diverse Customers
• Hispanic customers in particular place increased importance on live family 

entertainment.
• Hispanic spending will increase 31 percent more than the rest of the 

population in the next 10 years.*
Secondary Target:
Connection Between Generations: 
• Grandparents (55 to 80) with grandchildren (12 and under), who want to 

create memories through a shared connection to Disney characters. 
• Young children (2 to 6) who are just beginning to explore the world through 

the stories of their favorite Disney characters and look to adults for guidance 
in their choices. 

• Older children (7 to 12) who have an existing relationship with Disney and are 
old enough to have dreams of their own, but still want adults in their lives to 
help them achieve those dreams.

* Source 2015 HIS Global Insight Hispanic Market Monitor
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SHOW BLURB
Disney On Ice brings the magic closer to you than ever before!

Join Mickey Mouse and his friends at Disney On Ice presents Mickey’s Search Party, a 
brand-new adventure filled with world-class skating, high-flying acrobatics, and 

unexpected stunts! Help them follow Captain Hook’s treasure map and look for clues in 
the search for Tinker Bell in immersive, fantastic worlds. Explore the colorful spirit 

realm of Coco in Miguel’s Disney On Ice debut, sail away with Moana as she bravely 
saves her island, see Belle in the sky above you as the enchanted chandelier comes to 

life, and sing-along with Elsa in the icy world of Frozen. Make memories with your 
whole family during Aladdin, Toy Story and The Little Mermaid as the search party 

becomes an all-out magical celebration on the ice, in the air, and all around!
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EVOLVING THE WAY WE SPEAK ABOUT THE BRAND
Brand Pillars

Live Disney Experiences 
to Your Doorstep, 

Anywhere in the World 

An Immersive Audience 
Experience 

World-Class Performer-
Athletes 

The Gold Standard In 
Live Family 

Entertainment 
No matter where someone lives, Disney On 
Ice brings the magic to them each year as 
the multiple shows traverse around the 
globe the equivalent of 89 times. With each 
production featuring a cavalcade of beloved 
characters, memorable music, and 
heartwarming stories, Disney On Ice creates 
live, unforgettable moments in communities 
around the world. Whether in iconic venues 
or local arena, ice is the creative canvas 
where the performers are artists who make 
magic, time and time again by bringing 
Disney to the people. 

Disney On Ice takes audiences on a magical 
journey that sparks curiosity as guests not 
only watch the action unfold, but become 
part of the magic. The fourth wall is broken 
by creating an emotive experience through 
engaging and immersive moments, giving 
fans around the world the chance to be one 
with the story. Disney On Ice continues to 
deliver transformative experiences that build 
on decades of memories and create new 
ones for the entire family to enjoy.

Disney On Ice features a collection of 
decorated performer-athletes who excel at 
pushing the boundaries of what is possible 
on an ice surface. Talent, choreography, and 
staging merge to deliver the highest levels of 
theatrical performance with skills 
synonymous with those seen at elite 
international figure skating competitions.  
Pushing themselves to deliver unimaginable 
athletic feats, the performers inspire as well 
as entertain fans of all ages.

Part of the Feld Entertainment family of 
brands that sets the gold standard in live 
touring family entertainment, Disney On Ice
continues to thrive by making every arena 
the happiest place on Earth in a way that 
keeps generations of fans coming back year 
after year. As the experts in performance 
fusions, the producers have merged 
technical, theatrical, and artistic elements 
that seamlessly create the most engaging, 
innovative, and dynamic shows in iconic 
Disney settings. For nearly four decades, the 
productions have represented the Disney 
brand in the most authentic way, while still 
delivering contemporary and exciting 
experiences relevant to today’s fans. 
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EVOLVING THE WAY WE SPEAK ABOUT MICKEY’S SEARCH PARTY
Show Pillars

Experience Innovation Connection 

Disney On Ice presents Mickey’s Search Party
is a whole new ice experience. The all-new 
production blends familiar Disney stories with 
unexpected, never-before-seen 
performances. As Mickey and his pals embark 
on a search for clues to find Tinker Bell after 
Captain Hook tries to capture her magic, 
innovative show elements transform the 
setting, mix performer grace with athleticism, 
and lift skating and skills to new heights with 
acrobatic and aerial stunts. From costumes 
and lighting enhancements to inventive 
production details, Disney On Ice presents 
Mickey’s Search Party creates surprising 
magical moments that blur the boundaries 
between reality and imagination. 

The newest Disney On Ice show features 
technology integrations and participatory 
elements that amplify the performance 
environment. Responsive projection mapping 
serves as an evolving centerpiece by dancing 
in sync with the performers’ choreography, 
immersing guests deeper into the storyline. 
Scenic and aerial elements bring the 
performances upward and outward, inviting 
fans closer to the characters than ever before. 
Audiences will become part of the narrative 
through unique and interactive moments as 
Mickey and his pals urge them to help 
discover clues on the search to find Tinker 
Bell.

With the newest Disney On Ice show, live 
hosts help restyle storytelling by breaking the 
fourth wall and welcoming guests into the 
magical world of Disney On Ice. Fantastical 
moments unfold, triggered by surprising 
character interactions and active audience 
participation at every turn. Everyone will 
journey through the iconic Disney tales and 
work alongside Mickey to keep the Disney 
magic out of the hands of Captain Hook. 
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EVOLVING THE WAY WE SPEAK ABOUT MICKEY’S SEARCH PARTY
Key Messages

New Experience Innovation Connection 
Disney On Ice presents Mickey’s Search Party
brings the magic closer to guests than ever before 
as beloved characters come to life through 
unexpected, never-before-seen performances.

Performer grace and athleticism mixes with 
acrobatic and aerial stunts to lift skating and skills 
to new heights, filling the performance space and 
bringing the magic closer to the audience.

Innovative show elements transform the setting 
and bring the performances outward and 
upward, immersing fans in the magical world of 
Disney On Ice.

Audiences become part of the narrative as each 
story unfolds, triggered by up-close character 
interactions and active audience participation.

Supporting Examples
• Mickey and his pals embark on a search for clues that 
takes place on the ice, in the air, and in the seats, and 
transports the audience through iconic Disney tales as 
they, journey to find Tinker Bell after Captain Hook tries 
to capture her magic.

• Air tracks allow acrobats to flip, tumble, and twist to 
greater heights expanding the performance stage past 
the ice surface in the opening production number that 
features the song “Check It Out” as the pirates perform 
for Captain Hook.
• Extreme skaters are launched from ramps that 
simulate the rocky terrain of Arendelle to deliver an 
athletically driven performance as ice harvesters from 
the blockbuster hit Frozen. 
• Aerial straps combined with adagio pair skating 
elevate Ariel’s transformation from mermaid to human 
creating a captivating sequence high above the ice with 
Prince Eric in “Kiss The Girl.”  
• In the high-energy opening number, cutting-edge 
choreography with K-pop flair introduces hoverboards
to the ice surface as Club Mickey Mouse-inspired 
performers hype up the crowd.

• As Miguel crosses the Marigold Bridge, the Land of 
the Dead materializes as the ice explodes with bursts of 
vibrant color through projection mapping. The 
performers seamlessly transform into skeletons through 
creative costuming and UV light, and sway poles 
provide larger-than-life visuals as skeletons oscillate 
over the audience.
• Projection mapping immerses the audience in the 
mountainous terrain of Arendelle leading to the 
stunning visuals of the ice harvesters chopping their 
way through the ice during a powerful and athletic 
performance of “Frozen Heart.”  
• Through the use of aerial silks, the iconic chandelier 
from “Be Our Guest” comes to life as Belle and the 
enchanted objects become a rotating carousel lifting 
into the air, traveling closer to the guests seated above.
• Creative costume design and specialty fabrics allow 
performers to imitate life “Under the Sea” from 
Disney’s The Little Mermaid and to give the illusion the 
ice is enveloped in flames as Moana encounters Te Ka
on her daring journey to restore the heart of Te Fiti. 

• Seeing characters fans know and love allows them to 
jump right into each story and become actively engaged 
with the live performances by singing and dancing 
along, and even helping with the action.
• Mickey Mouse and the live hosts call upon the 
audience to rescue a bouncing ball, do the wave, and 
shout out responses to rhymes to start each of the 
stories.
• Characters surprise and delight the audience as they 
emerge from the stands in unexpected places for one-
on-one magical moments in their search for clues to 
find Tinker Bell.
• Guests are encouraged to share their magical 
experience by posting photos and videos on social 
media and connect with fans in the arena all over the 
world through #DisneyOnIce.
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STORYTELLING APPROACH
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PULSE:
Short-lead storytelling, 
like press releases or 

pitch outreach

BURST:
Long-lead national storytelling, 

like major features, partnerships, 
or major market events

TENTPOLE:
National buzz activations and major events, like the 

Orlando launch or NYC
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LAUNCHING MICKEY’S SEARCH PARTY
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ASSET STRATEGY
Create assets that use dynamic language and visual differentiation to communicate 

the new Disney On Ice Experience 

Written Materials Video Photo Multimedia

•Announcement release template
•One-pager highlighting elements that 

are different
• Journey to D35 pitch deck
•Additional standard deliverables

•Announcement videos without slates
•Pre-VPK with slates

•Current assets can be found here

•Behind the scenes
•Character Portraits
•Primary HRP

•Current assets can be found here

•White  model  and  existing  show  
images  with  new/different  
treatments
•Workshop photos, social content and 

videos
•Aerial arts package, highlighting 

aerial stunts performed by the cast
•Acrobats package, showcasing the 

new elements of the show

•Current assets can be found here

NOTE: Please communicate any additional asset needs to RCD as soon as possible.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kwo4anhf88za5fp/AAAe3pLbFxSJ_DAePEo9EBA9a%3Fdl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/w6v26hlfnxj3j9h/AAAw-Yh0J4d_Y0LtuzmSRJZFa%3Fdl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nd0m9e26jv0s9ux/AAA4dHrm_VNqVFlSw9LkoENra%3Fdl=0
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ASSET STRATEGY (cont.)
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CREATING BEHIND THE SCENES MOMENTS

Local & National Activation:
• Transform reporter into a Pirate, culminating with 

interaction with Ensemble Pirate characters
• Teach press the new elements of the show, providing a 

chance to experience the hoverboard dancing, silks, sway 
pole, straps, or specific types of skating like ice dancing, 
freestyle, or extreme skating.  

• Possibility to incorporate a reporter into an approved PR 
production number as a taped package (please note PR 
production numbers have yet to be approved).

To highlight new elements of the show, create immersive opportunities for top press 
to experience and generate unique content  
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MEDIA DAY
Offer media the opportunity to witness the innovative elements, conduct interviews and enjoy 

an immersive behind-the-scenes experience 

Local Activation:
• The Corporate PR team has coordinated with the unit to develop a 

media day activation that can be replicated in local markets.
• Media Day will be a scaled down version of national activation and 

include different stations for media to visit, ie. Props, Costumes & 
Make-up, Fire Sail, Sway Poles, Hoverboard, Silks, Straps, Fitness

National Activation:
• Host top-tier media and select local/regional press for a viewing of 

Disney On Ice presents Mickey’s Search Party.
• Immerse media in new elements being incorporated into Mickey’s 

Search Party through interactive stations and interviews with Nicole 
Feld, select creative team members and performers.
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INFLUENCER DAY

Local Activation:
• Local markets can create a scaled down version of the 

below influencer day or invite select influencers to arrive 
early to rehearse a participatory in-show moment. 

• SOPs are in development for each moment and will be 
shared once approved by PR, Brand and Operations. 

National Activation:
• Create an immersive day in which influencers will be treated 

as special cast members on opening night as they prepare 
for their roles in the show and interact with the cast and 
creative team throughout the experience.

• Enlist kids and parents to each have one participatory role 
in a scene.

• Final number of influencers/media will correspond to the 
number of interactive moments that are offered in the show.

GabeBabeTV
Gabrielle

Total reach: 473K 

Lunchbox Dad
Beau Coffron

Total reach: 77K 

Raising Whasians
Christine Cronan
Total reach: 48K

Invite influencers/media with kids to attend a Mickey’s Search Party influencer day 

Influencer Examples: 
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PARTICIPATORY MOMENTS
Create an immersive opportunity for media, influencers, partners and their children to get involved with the show 

and interact with the cast, crew and staff throughout the experience 
Individual/Small Group Participatory Moments Include: 

• ACT 1 
– Individual- (1) Child has the treasure map and hands to a live host or Mickey, 

must sit in front row

– Individual- Minnie receives a rose from Mickey and hands the rose to (1) child 
to take us to the story of Beauty and the Beast, must sit in front row

– Group- (3) kids flex with Female Host and Goofy and then pull the rope to the 
toy box to venture to Andy’s room from Toy Story

– Individual- Male Host and an adult audience member strum the guitar to 
transform the ice to the Land of the Dead from Coco, good option for media 
partner vs. influencer

• ACT 2
– Group- Sea creatures load up a submarine on the ice with (4*) kids so they can 

be pushed around to witness the underwater world of Atlantica
– Individual- Female Host and child rubs The Genie lamp from Aladdin, must sit in 

front row
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BRINGING THE MAGIC OF DISNEY TO THE MEDIA’S DOORSTEP
Generate Buzz and reintroduce the magic of Disney On Ice to the media by highlighting the production evolution

Local Activation:
• Creative media drops to be sent to media prior to opening week to create advance buzz.
• Opening night invitations to be sent via email 3-4 weeks out, can be preceded with a save the date
• Opening night VIP media receptions are encouraged.
• Create a mix ‘n’ mingle with Disney On Ice cast members and media at VIP media reception.

National Activation:
• Send dynamic and interactive RSVP invitations to top tier media through email inviting them to 

opening night in the target market.
• An official Disney On Ice Club Mickey Mouse cast member (street team) will hand deliver 

personalized media drops to a few top outlets who have accepted to attend. The media drop will 
be creative, fun, and include swag along with tickets. The courier will be available for photo, video, 
and social opportunities.

• One week before opening night, confirmed media will receive a personalized video message from a 
Disney On Ice performer welcoming them to the show. 

• On opening night, the media and their families will be welcomed to a VIP media reception* before 
attending the show.
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CELEBRITY OR INFLUENCER AMBASSADORS

• Participate in immersive workshop with innovative 
elements featured in Mickey’s Search Party. 

• Invite the local celeb or influencer to participate in an 
influencer day where he or she can rehearse an 
interactive moment prior to the opening night show. 

• Develop social media takeovers tied to opening night.
• Appear in a skating or non-skating role in a PR production 

number.
• Act as a host to opening night media parties. 
• Target potential influencers that could be ambassadors 

for all Disney On Ice shows playing in the state.

Hire local celebrity or influencer to be integrated into outreach efforts  in a variety of ways
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“RED CARPET” READY
• Step and repeat backdrop set-up and managed by FCP on concourse for guests to capture moments at Disney On Ice
• Invite bloggers and TV hosts to capture the premiere night atmosphere and interview the adorable boys and girls 

dressed as their favorite Disney characters on the “red carpet”
• Use as a location for stand-ups for Opening Night, EMPR hits, Media Days, etc. 
• During EMPR & Media Days, the unit’s selfie props can accompany the hits. Selfie props are not for use once doors open
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ASSETS & IDEAS TO REACH DIFFERENT VERTICALS
Athletic Portraits Healthy Recipes Fitness Integrations Show Specific

Assets:
• Photos and Video from D32B
• Photos from D30C

Uses:
• Fitness stories

Assets:
• Recipe cards
• Recipe photos and videos 

currently under review

Uses:
• Healthy living events
• In-studio cooking segment
• VIP reception before a show

Assets:
• Fitness cards
• Healthy Living Sizzle from 

D32B

Uses:
• Invite fitness press to workout 

side-by-side with our cast
• In-studio fitness segments
• Part of Media Day

• Make-up tutorials, 
transformations

• Local Performer interviews

• Learning new disciplines:
• Skaters learning acrobatics, 

ie. Straps & Silks
• Acrobats learning to skate, 

ie. Teeterboard

• Touring and working with your 
partner, ie. several married 
couples
• Jasmine & Aladdin
• Ariel & Eric
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OPERATIONAL NOTES FROM THE UNIT STAFF
• Load in will take a day and a half. PR costumes will be available at the 

end of the first load in day.

• Opening night:
• Troupe warm-ups begin 7.5 hours before showtime and last 5 

hours. Class will immediately follow warm-ups. EX: for a 7pm 
show, the first troupe will begin warming up at 11:30am. If an 
engagement opens with a kiddie show, troupe warm-ups are 
done the evening prior.

• Warm-up ice (aka Principal Ice) and Sway Pole warm-ups will be 
6.75 hours before the show and will last 1 hour. EX: for a 7pm 
show, Warm-up Ice is from 12:15pm-1:15pm. Sway Poles and 
Warm-up ice are the only elements that can be filmed during 
Troupe warm-ups.

• Silk, web, acro, and strap warm-ups are closed rehearsals

• Weeknight – day of show:
• Thursdays (if not opening night) and Fridays are reserved for 

afternoon rehearsals with Adam.

Tristan Josef - TM Kristin Darga - TC

Adam Loosley - PD Chester Ross - PSM
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